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Abstract

With the increasing interest in developing pervasive computing technologies there is growing recognition of the problems of maintaining user privacy. In the Daidalos pervasive system this is achieved primarily through the use of virtual identities, which are used to conceal the real identity of the user. One problem with this lies in determining to what extent the user should be engaged in the decisions relating to the selection of virtual identities, and what can be done automatically. The solution lies in creating a set of user preferences to assist in taking these decisions, refining them through the use of machine learning techniques. This paper outlines the approach being investigated and describes how this will be achieved when the processes involved in building up user preferences are not trusted.

1. Introduction

In 1991 Weiser [1] presented a vision in which the environment surrounding the user would be filled with computing entities, supporting the user in a variety of ways without continual direction. Since then developments in areas such as sensor technologies, communications, smart dust and motes [2, 3] and specks [4], etc., are enabling these predictions to be realised. Although there is still a long way to go, there is now a growing view that during the next decade or so many of the problems still facing ubiquitous and pervasive computing will be solved and by 2020 this technology will be a reality. However, some major problems still lie ahead and some of the global challenges of the next decade [5] lie in this area.

One of the major problem areas is that of privacy. Both users and services need to know which services they can trust and what information they can share with them. One part of this is concerned with authentication – validating the credentials of a service and ensuring that it is what it claims to be. Another major part is concerned with authorisation – deciding who should be given access to what. In this case it is the identity of the user which is at issue and it is the latter which is the focus of this paper.

Daidalos is a European research project, a major aim of which is to develop a pervasive system [6], focussing especially on mobile users. Security and privacy are key components in this development. This paper is concerned with one of the major aspects of the problem of authorisation in such a pervasive system and the way in which user preferences and learning can be used to support and enhance it.

The next section provides a brief overview of the Daidalos pervasive system. Section 3 discusses privacy and pseudonymity and the notion of virtual identity. Section 4 describes how user preferences and personalization can assist in the automatic selection of virtual identities. Section 5 presents the content and format of the user preferences for virtual identity selection in Daidalos. Section 6 gives an overview of how these user preferences are created and maintained. It also examines the differences and commonalities between the components catering for such preferences and those responsible for ordinary user preferences. Section 7 follows with a summary and conclusion.

2. The Daidalos Pervasive System

Daidalos is a large European research project, whose overall aim is to create a pervasive environment for mobile users. This is achieved by integrating a range of heterogeneous networks and devices and creating a pervasive system on top of this which will protect the user from the complexity of the underlying infrastructure while providing personalized and context aware services with minimal user intervention. The research is divided into two phases with slightly different objectives, spread over a five year period. The work is now in its final stages, with demonstration of
the system due in April 2008 and the project as a whole due to finish in December 2008.

The pervasive system (or pervasive service platform) is based around the following six functions:

1. Service Discovery and Selection. The user can make a request for particular services through a Service Browser. When such a request is issued, the system requires a service discovery functionality to find appropriate services that might be available which could be used to satisfy the user’s request. It also needs a Service Selection function to remove services that do not meet the user’s preferences (filter them) and order the resulting list according to the user’s preferences (rank them).

2. Service Composition. This functionality is required when the user request requires two or more services to be assembled together to create a composite service that will meet the request.

3. Session Management. Once the services have been composed, this functionality is required to set them running and to stop them if this becomes necessary. More details on Service Selection and Service Composition are provided in [7].

4. Personalization. This is a set of functionality concerned with capturing, managing and applying user preferences at various points in the process of providing user services. These include the filtering and ranking of services, personalizing third party services, learning new and managing existing user preferences, etc. Further details on the personalization functions in Daidalos are given in [8].

5. Context Management. This is responsible for managing the context data relating to the user (e.g. location) as well as to the available services and resources.

6. Security and Privacy. As previously mentioned user privacy is a priority area in Daidalos, and this functionality [9] affects both knowing who is running what services and controlling access to user data.

The first phase of the project focused on the development of a basic set of functionality to cover the above six functions. As far as ensuring the privacy of the user is concerned, the work done in this phase was limited whereas in the second phase much greater effort is devoted to it. In the second phase it is also assumed that some of the functions might be provided by different service providers. This has a serious consequence if some of the basic system modules are no longer trusted components and the user’s identity needs to be concealed from them.

3. Protecting Privacy

Privacy can be regarded as “the right of individuals to protect their ability to selectively reveal information about themselves” [10]. Much work has been done on privacy in the context of the Web and four specific requirements for designing privacy protection have been identified. These are: anonymity, pseudonymity, unlinkability and unobservability [11, 12]. Pervasive systems have a lot in common with the Web and the same requirements apply.

A number of papers (e.g. [13], [14], [15]) have been written on the design of privacy aware ubiquitous systems, reporting on their analysis of end-user requirements and the approaches they follow in order to satisfy them.

One of the important requirements is that there should be simple and appropriate mechanisms for the user to control the release of information. To this end the notions of pseudonymity and anonymity have been adopted.

Pseudonymity is used as a tool to hide the user’s identity from services and in so doing conceal the user’s digital trail in a pervasive world. At the same time, a pervasive system that allows such mechanisms, should also cater for accountability and should provide mechanisms to protect the user’s privacy without encouraging the user to avoid being held accountable for his/her actions [10].

Pseudonymity is useful in online transactions since not every service that is being used needs to identify the user. Authentication does not imply identification. The notion of separate personas, private and public, have been proposed [13] which place different restrictions on the information they release to services. This concept is similar to that of virtual identities, in which the user has a number of virtual identities to protect their real identity. One difference between them is that personas are created based on user preferences and service trust levels while virtual identities are created to match service trust levels and service privacy policies.

Anonymisation goes one step further. Kobsa and Schreck [16] state that anonymisation hides the relationship or linkage between an individual user and his/her stored personal data. With anonymisation, users are never identified and while this works for privacy, it does not allow dynamic personalization or learning of user preferences. Anonymity also creates more problems than it solves due to the fact that it cannot provide accountability [10]. On the other hand, pseudonymity provides a balance between protecting
the user’s privacy while at the same time offering advanced personalization practices. By using different pseudonyms for different service transactions, pseudonymity provides additional protection to the user’s privacy as it partitions the user’s interactions and thus hides any direct link between those interactions [17].

Pseudonymity is not sufficient unless unlinkability and unobservability are also satisfied as requirements. If pseudonyms of a user can be linked to each other then the transactions made with one pseudonym belong to the same user that made the transactions with the rest of the linked pseudonyms. This results in gathering of a vast amount of information about the activities of the user, allowing access to the identity of a user from unauthorized services and revealing personal data to unauthorized parties. Unobservability requires that any attacker monitoring the users’ interactions cannot identify which interactions belong to the same user [17]. Unobservability becomes more crucial as a requirement when thinking in terms of the user of a pervasive system. The user can be monitored more easily than a user of a traditional system because of the amount of context information maintained about the user in the system.

The next section discusses how user preferences can be employed to enhance pseudonymity and satisfy all of the above privacy requirements in the Daidalos II architecture.

4. Using User Preferences to Select Virtual Identities

Pseudonymity is achieved in Daidalos through the use of multiple identities or Virtual Identities (or VIDs). The initial architecture of the Daidalos Virtual Identity Model is given in [18]. These Virtual Identities form subsets of the user’s profile and are used to authenticate the user with services. For any user the set of VIDs may be viewed as a set of different user names, which the user may use for different purposes, and which may conceal all or part of his/her real identity. Each user may have any number of VIDs.

None of the user’s Virtual Identities can be linked to any of the others so that if a user uses two virtual identities with the same service, that service will treat these as two different users. This also allows for good personalization practices because users can use services for different activities and have different preferences for each activity. By not providing a direct link between all the services used by a user, user monitoring services will not be able to trace all of the user’s transactions, and as a result the user’s privacy is protected.

Although the services that the user may use can only see the user’s virtual identity and whatever subset of personal information the user allows, deep within the system in the Security and Privacy component the virtual identities can be mapped to real identities for the purposes of accounting.

However, this approach does present a problem for gathering user preferences. If each virtual identity has its own set of user preferences with no connection between them, the task of learning new preferences is made considerably harder and inconvenient to the user.

This problem is overcome in Daidalos by allowing preferences to be shared between virtual identities. To do this without providing any kind of linkage between the virtual identities, the referencing URIs that point to the actual preference location are hidden from the user. In each virtual identity, whenever the user or a service acting on behalf of the user wishes to access the user preferences, the externally accessible URI is replaced with the hidden one. If the user has indicated to the Security subsystem that two or more virtual identities should have a common set of preferences, the hidden URIs for these will point to the same preference location. The mapping between the real referenced URI and the hidden ones is done in the Security and Privacy subsystem which is a trusted subsystem and has access to all Virtual Identities belonging to the user.

When the user switches on the system and authenticates him/herself a default VID is used. Once the user is authenticated, he/she can request a service. In setting up to use the service an appropriate VID needs to be selected for the purpose.

A VID may be created in one of two ways. It may be created explicitly by the user (using a Graphical User Interface) or implicitly by the user setting up specific preferences that allow the system to create a VID based on these preferences and to be used in specific contexts. Selecting a VID to be used presents more challenges than creating it. However, creating a VID can be a part of the process of selecting a VID as will be presented later.

Initially one can make the simple assumption that the user will always select the appropriate VID before requesting any service. However, this can become an arduous task for the user, especially if the number of VIDs grows.

The situation is more complex if one takes account of changing context conditions. Consider the case of a mobile user who is using a network service. As the
user moves around he/she may need to change to a different network service (because of falling Quality of Service on the current network due to wireless reception difficulties, increased network traffic, etc., or simply the availability of a more preferable network service). It is not sensible to interrupt the user to ask whether he/she wants to change and, if so, what VID should be used.

Thus in order to provide a user-friendly pervasive environment, the system itself should manage the automatic selection of VIDs wherever possible, only resorting to user decision or intervention when absolutely necessary.

The process of selecting a VID can be broken down into three steps. The first two steps are concerned with privacy policies, which are concerned with the access rights that a service may have to the personal data of the user. This is beyond the scope of this paper and will be described in detail in a subsequent paper.

If the first two steps are successful, they result in a list of one or more VIDs that can be selected for use with this service.

The third step uses the results produced by these two steps to select the actual VID to be used. In this step, a special type of preference rule, referred to as a User VID Selection Preference is used to select which VID should be used. User VID Selection Preferences define the circumstances under which a VID should be used and with what kind of service. The outcome of the evaluation of these preferences will state that a specific VID should be used in a specific situation.

This means that these preferences contain references to actual VID identifiers in contrast with other user preferences in which there are only references to specific context data. In the case of a new situation where a VID cannot be determined from preferences, the system should explicitly query the user at this stage and offer the list of VIDs for the user to choose from or allow him/her to create a new VID for this situation.

There is another type of privacy related preference rule which is used for context obfuscation. These preferences are used to determine the level of detail in which context items are delivered to services. These preferences only apply to data that can be obfuscated such as location and user activity.

A typical example of context obfuscation arises where a user may be prepared to release some information about their location but not in any detail. For example, a lecturer might be prepared to let students know that they are at university although not allow them to access their exact location. The privacy preferences for this may depend on the user’s location, time of day/day of week, the service/user wishing to access his/her location, etc.

5. User privacy preference

The format of the privacy preference is currently under discussion and at present a range of industry standards is being considered (including XACML [19] and P3P [20]) as well as the possibility of creating custom privacy preferences.

The format of user preference rules for VID selection is straightforward. Conditions can include context conditions such as the location of the user, the current time, his/her activity and any other context attribute that exists in the context management system. The outcome specifies a specific VID to be used. There will be cases where no VID will match the user’s VID selection preferences and in these cases, the user should be queried using a Graphical User Interface to select a VID from his/her pool of VIDs or be offered the option to create a new VID that will match in this case. If the latter is what the user wishes to do, the new VID will reference a list of user data and a VID selection preference will be set up for this VID to be used in the specific context in which it was created.

In the case of the context obfuscation preferences the format is much the same. The condition part is similar to that for user VID selection while the outcome determines whether or not the context obfuscation component is invoked to alter specific context data before they are disclosed to the service. Obfuscation preferences are retrieved and evaluated whenever a service requests a piece of user data that can be obfuscated and not during the process of VID selection.

6. Protecting, Creating and Refining User Preferences for Privacy

While user preferences in general represent sensitive data which needs to be protected from unauthorised access, user preferences for privacy are even more crucial. Although their format is essentially the same, the action performed is highly confidential since they affect the selection of VIDs. Thus this set of user preferences needs to be treated differently from the rest of the user profile.

One simple way of handling this would be to create a special-purpose preference management subsystem together with a learning component, which is a subset of the normal preference management subsystem, and which is contained completely within the Security and
Privacy subsystem. This would ensure privacy although at the expense of a considerable amount of duplicated code.

An alternative solution would be for the Security and Privacy subsystem to utilize the normal preference management and learning facilities of the pervasive environment even though these are not trusted. It can do so by using cryptographic techniques. By encrypting actions relating to the selection of VIDs before passing information to the preference management subsystem, and decrypting the information returned, the privacy of the user can be protected. The preference management and learning subsystem can handle the preferences as it does for any other service without understanding the actions. This solution avoids the expense of the additional code.

One area that is common for all preferences is that of the preference evaluation engine. By maintaining the same format of preferences for both purposes, the system can use a common engine to evaluate the conditions and offer the outcome to the appropriate component.

The first of the solutions is currently being investigated within Daidalos although the second approach may be explored later.

7. Conclusion

The problem of protecting the privacy of the user in a ubiquitous or pervasive environment is generally acknowledged as one of the most important issues that need to be solved if such systems are to be acceptable to the user.

In the Daidalos project a pervasive system is being developed in which a system of virtual identities (VIDs) is being used to hide the real identity of the user and thereby provide privacy protection through pseudonymity.

This paper discusses the challenges presented in providing adequate protection of privacy in the context of pervasive systems. For services to be context aware, personalized or simply “pervasive”, such a system must maintain large amounts of personal data and disclose these when required. This practice poses enormous threats to the privacy of individuals if not handled with the utmost care and protection.

The paper goes on to describe a solution that is being investigated to address these challenges in the context of the Daidalos pervasive system and for which implementation is under way.
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